I - READING  (8 MARKS)

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

A Twenty-five years ago, very few people used the Internet. Only scientists and people in the government knew about the Internet and how to use it. This is changing very fast. Now almost everyone knows about the Internet, and many people are online (on the Internet) everyday. When people think about the Internet, they often think about information. But now, more and more, when people think about the Internet, they think about shopping.

B Amazon.com was one of the first companies to try to sell products on the Internet. Jeff Bezos started the company. One day he made a prediction about the future. He saw that the World Wide Web was growing 2,000 percent a year. He predicted that it was going to continue to grow, and he thought that shopping was going to move to the Internet. People were going to shop online. He quit his job and drove across the country to Seattle, Washington. There he started an online bookstore called Amazon.com. Bezos had very little money. The company began in a garage (a building for a car), and at first there were very few customers (people who buy things).

C At the Amazon.com site, people can search for a book about a subject, find many different books about that subject, read what other people think about the books, and order them by credit card. This kind of bookstore was a new idea, but the business grew. In a few years, Amazon.com had 10 million customers and sold 18 million different items in categories including books, CDs, toys, electronics, videos, DVDs, home improvements products (things that you use to fix up a house), software, and video games. Today, at a “virtual shopping mall” – a group of online stores – you can buy anything from gourmet food – special, usually expensive food – to vacations.
A. Answer the following questions: (2 Marks)
1. Who started the company Amazon.com?
________________________________________________________
2. What did Jeff Bezos predict about his company?
________________________________________________________
3. Write the meaning of the word customer.
________________________________________________________
4. What is the main idea of the paragraph (B)?
________________________________________________________

B. Write the word for each definition. (2 Marks)
1. A group of online stores = ____________________________.
2. Special, usually expensive food = ____________________.
3. Things that you use to fix up a house = __________________.
4. On the Internet = ____________________.

C. √ Tick (T) for true statements and (F) for false ones. (2 Marks)
1. Some people make predictions about the past. T □ F □
2. A garage is probably a place to put a car. T □ F □
3. Jeff Bezos began his site Amazon.com with books. T □ F □
4. Jeff had a lot of money when he started his business. T □ F □

D. Choose the correct answer. (2 Marks)
1. ________ payment can be made for ordered books at Amazon.com site.
   a. mail  b. fax  c. credit card  d. money order
2. Amazon.com was one of the first companies to ____________ products.
   a. lease  b. sell  c. auction  d. advertise
II - WRITING (7 MARKS)

A. Circle the subject and underline the verb in the following sentences. (3 Marks)

1. Mohammad likes swimming.
2. My sister studies in Cambridge University.

B. Rewrite the sentences with capital letters in the line given below: (2 Marks)

1. nadia teaches in egypt.
   ________________________________________________________

2. mohammed said akram was my colleague.
   ________________________________________________________

3. the lecturers speak english at this university.
   ________________________________________________________

4. i live in riyadh.
   ________________________________________________________

C. Write the words in the correct order to make sentences: (2 Marks)

1. want / go / home / I / to / .
   ________________________________________________________

2. social / Facebook / site / a / is / networking / .
   ________________________________________________________

III. GRAMMAR (15 MARKS)

A. Choose the correct answer from the options given below: (3 Marks)

1. China is ________________.
   a. a sport    b. a language    c. a country    d. a city

2. Ice is ____________.
   a. wet        b. dry        c. cold        d. old
3. Lemon _________ sweet.
   a. is  b. isn’t  c. are  d. aren’t

4. ____________ books are heavy.
   a. that  b. this  c. these  d. they

5. A. ____________ is that?
   B. He’s my brother.
   a. What’s  b. Who’s  c. Where’s  d. When’s

6. Bob is ________ his room.
   a. between  b. at  c. in  d. on

B. Complete the sentences with **have** or **has** and a suitable possessive form from the box:  
(4 Marks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>their</th>
<th>your</th>
<th>my</th>
<th>his</th>
<th>our</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. I __________ a book. ______________ book is red.
2. Ali __________ a brother. ______________ brother is sixteen.
3. Bob and you __________ coats. ______________ coats are black.
4. Sue and Mike __________ a daughter. ______________ daughter is nine years old.

C. Complete the sentences using a **pronoun**: (2 Marks)

1. Jack is a student. __________ ’s my classmate.
2. I go to school. __________’m a student.
3. Amna and Ali are friends. ___________’re my neighbors.
4. Kate and I are roommates. ___________’re in the same class.

D. Circle the correct **simple present** form to complete the sentences. (2 Marks)

1. We usually (plays / play / played / playing ) in the evening.
2. Rita never (come / coming / came / comes) late to class.
3. The students always (spoke / speaks / speak / speaking) English in the classroom.
E. There is one mistake in the following sentences. Underline the mistake and correct it in the line given below. 

(1 Mark)

1. English and Arabic is languages.
   ________________________________.

2. You are a student?
   ________________________________.

F. Do as directed: 

(3 Marks)

1. Rose is a flower.  
   (Change to plural) 
   ________________________________.

2. ________________________________?
   Yes, Mr. Asif is a doctor.  
   (Frame a question) 

3. Ann is on time for class.  
   (Use ‘always’) 
   ________________________________.